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Abstract −The WiMAX is the Wireless inter-operability for microwave access (IEEE 802.16). It is known as broad –band wireless 
technology that is capable of delivering the voice, data and video services. Since it has key features of serving large coverage 
areas per base station and become a popular emerging technology for handling mobile clients and mobile subscriber station (MS) 
mobility through handover process. Generally handover process is classified into two categories namely soft handover and hard 
handover process. . However, serving a large number of Mobile Stations (MS) in practice requires an efficient handover scheme. 
Currently, mobile WiMAX has a long handover delay that contributes to the overall end-to-end communication delay. Recent 
research is focusing on increasing efficiency of handover schemes to reduce handover delay in WiMAX, various techniques are 
available. In this paper, we briefly describe about some of the recent techniques which is used for handover process and analysis 
their performance based on handover delay. Finally we conclude the best suited method to reduce hand over delay and we 
propose method for reducing handover delay in WiMAX. 
Keywords − WiMAX, hand-over, hand-over techniques and performance analysis. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The mobile WiMAX defined in 802.16e standards addresses wireless broadband access for mobile users. It, basically 
built up ofThree main components: the subscriber station (SS), the access service network (ASN), and the connectivity 
service network (CSN). An ASN is typically built up of a set base solution (BSs) and one or more ASN gateways 
(ASN-GWs) interconnecting the ASN with the CSN. The ASN delivers MAC layer services to the subscriber station 
while the CSN provides layer 3 services [1]. Mobile IPV6 fast hand-over protocol in WiMAX is based on cross-layer 
approach. Generally cross-layer approaches have been designed to speed up hand over processes. These schemes aim to 
process both layer 2 and layer 3 HO procedures concurrently, thus save the total HO latency. Major goal of FMIPV6 is 
to reduce the latency by initiating steps for an impending HO in advance and by interleaving layer-2 and layer-3 HO 
procedures. Generally this kind of mobility-based hand –over mechanism are used to relieve ping-pong effect of hand-
over which means in a short time, a single user handover back and forth for at least three times ASN-based network 
mobility is based on network-based hand-off management. There are two types of ASN-based network mobility is 
availed to solve the problems of host-based hand-over management [2, 4]. In MAP message techniques, message is 
used to perform the hand-off procedure which allocates resource to each frame. The persistent allocation scheme is a 
technique to solve the problems which is presented in MAP message scheme. In these techniques, resources are 
allocated only to the initial frame that solves the problems of MAP messages [3]. In this paper, we give details about 
these techniques and present the drawback of these techniques. Finally performance of these techniques is analyzed. 
This paper is organized is as follows: section 2 describes about hand-over techniques and their types, section 3 gives 
detail about the six hand-over techniques used in WiMAX network. In section 4, we analyze performance of these 
techniques. Section 5 and section 6 describe our proposal technique and conclusion.  
 

II. HANDOVER OVERVIEW 
 
Handover is defined as the process in which an MS migrates from the air interface provided by one BS to an air 
interface provided by another BS. It is one of the most fundamental features in homogeneous and heterogeneous 
network. Handover can be classified into two types. They are soft hand-over and hard hand-over. In soft hand-over, the 
connection to new base station (BS) is established before breaking the connection of current base station. Softer 
handover is defined as the user equipment combines more than one radio link to improve the reception quality. In hard 
hand-over, first it breaks the connection to its current base station before established connection to new base station. It 
can also be divided into two categories namely intercell technology and intracellular technology [1,5].  
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a. Before hard hand-over 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

b.  After hard hand-over 
 

Figure.1 Hard hand-over scenario 
 

In inter cell technology type of hard hand-over, When a mobile node moves between one point of  attachment (PoA) to 
another point of attachments (PoAs)  in different networks technologies such as WLAN, WiMAX and UMTS etc. This 
type of handover is also termed as vertical handover, which may affect the quality of service (QoS) of different 
applications. Since different network access provides different bandwidth and delay profiles significantly [5]. In 
intracellular technology type of hard hand-over, Handover process of a mobile terminal takes place between base 
stations of same network technology such as between two WLAN access points. The mobile terminal may be equipped 
with a single interface thus may need to change its layer 3 identifier depending on the type of movement. It is also 
termed as horizontal handover. Intracellular technology type of hard handover in homogeneous network is not an 
important issue to mobile users. Three types of hand-over failures are too- late hand –over  that is, the parameters are 
set too hard, so users do not have enough time to handover, which may cause call drop, too-early hand- over  that is, the 
parameters are set too easy, so handover is executed when the quality of target cell is not so good, which may also 
cause call drop and finally ping-pong hand- over that is, in a short time, a single user handover back and forth for at 
least three times. The IEEE802.16e standard defines several main steps of the actual hand-over process as follows. 
 

 
Figure.2 Hand over procedure phase in WiMAX 

 
• Cell Reselection: mobile station (MS) selects the target BS according to either the signal strength of neighbor BS or 
other Quality of Service-level parameters. This information comes from the periodic mobile neighbor advertisement 
notification (MOB_NBR_ADV) or scanning requests. 
• HO Decision and Initiation: MS (or BS) can make hand -over decision with mobile station hand –over request 
message (MOB_MSHO_REQ) or base station hand-over request message (MOB_BSHO_REQ). According to this 
decision, the MS begins hand-off from the serving BS to the target BS. 
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• Synchronization: MS needs to be synchronized to the target BS downlink and obtain UL (Up-Link) and DL (Down-
Link) transmission parameters. 
• Ranging: MS and target BS would perform initial ranging or hand -off ranging and uplink parameter adjustment. 
• Termination: The final serving BS terminates all contexts of the connections with the MS [2]. 

 
III. HAND OVER TECHNIQUES 

 
a). Mobile internet protocol : Mobile internet protocol (mobile IP) is the standard internet protocol. It has host-based 
hand over management. . It maintains the permanent IP address for mobile users. The basic functionalities of mobile IP 
are mobile node, home agent and foreign agent. Mobile IP allows the mobile node to roam freely between different 
wireless zones. Home agent contains detail about mobile users and the permanent home address of mobile user is kept 
in home agent network. Foreign agent advertises care-of-address (CoA) to mobile IP and information about visiting 
network of mobile users. When mobile node wants to moving another network, it request foreign agent for CoA. After 
getting CoA, the mobile node inform to home agent about its CoA. This process is called Binding Update (BU). Fig3 
shows detail view of this process. The signaling messages of BU process is binding address update and binding 
acknowledgement. The above BU process may incur long delays. Due to long delay of this process, packet from new 
network to mobile node will be lost. MIPv4, MIPv6, FMIPv6 and HMIPv6 are some of the versions of mobile IP[5]. 
 

 
Figure.3 Mobile IP BU process architecture 

  
Drawback: Handover management in mobile IP is host-based which always require mobile node. This process 
consumes more time. In MIPv4, the mobile node sends data directly to the host by using triangular routing. But mobile 
node receives data only via home agent or foreign agent. This will increase processing time and latency [5]. 
 
b) The FMIPv6-based Cross-Layer WiMAX: HO Scheme: FMIPV6-based cross-layer in WiMAX hand-over scheme 
Combines and interleaves the WiMAX HO procedures (layer 2) with the FMIPv6 HO procedures (layer 3).  FMIPv6-
based on cross layer supports session continuity in network-layer HO when a MS moves to a different IP network. It 
aims to enable HO between different IP networks without affecting upper layer connections. It reduces HO delay 
through prediction of HO and preparation beforehand. In FMIPV6-based on cross layer approach, the mobile terminal 
scans to find the available target BS and among them selects one candidate BS .More specifically, there are four HO 
stages: network topology acquisition, HO preparation, HO execution, and HO completion. In each stage, the cross-
layered HO procedure includes one interaction message between FMIPv6 and IEEE802.16e entities. In FMIPV6, the 
terminal and the current access router (AR) exchange the router solicitation for proxy (RtSolPr) and proxy router 
advertisement (PrRtAdv) messages. In network topology acquisition stage of FMIPV6-based cross layer approach in 
WiMAX combines the above FMIPV6 procedure with cell reselection hand –over step of WiMAX. In hand-over 
preparation stage, the mobile station configure its new IP address, referred to as the care-of-address (CoA) from router 
advertisement message. In hand-over execution stage, the mobile terminal send fast binding update message to current 
access router (AR). This activates the current AR to send to the target AR handover initiation (HI) message. When the 
target AR receives HI, it confirms the procedure and sends the HO acknowledgement (Hack) message to the current 
AR. At this time, packet tunneling starts and data packets are buffered at the target AR. Fast binding acknowledgement 
(F-BACK) message is sent from target AR.HO decision and Initiation and synchronization hand-over process steps of 
WiMAX also performed in this hand-over execution stage. In hand –over completion stage, fast neighbor advertisement 
(FNA) message is sent from the terminal to target access-router. This FNA message informs the target AR the new link 
and allows the release of buffered packets from the target AR [2]. 
 
C.MAP messages: In MAP message techniques, the mobile WiMAX system allocates frequency-time resources on a 
per –frame basis. In these techniques, at the beginning of each frame, the resource allocation information is delivered as 
message to frame.  Therefore, the resource allocation can be changed frame by frame. Moreover, the amount of 
resources in each allocation can range from one slot to the entire frame. Particularly, this resource allocation for each 
frame is well suited for busty data traffic, even in rapidly varying channel conditions. for that, the MAP message of this 
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mobile WiMAX system yields better performance than the High Speed Packet Access (HSPA) and  Evolution Data 
Optimized (EV-DO) systems under a constraint of full buffer traffic and ten active downlink (DL) sessions[3]. 
Drawback: Generally MAP massage indicate the detailed about resources allocation information for all multiplexed 
users. Also it should robustly be encoded to ensure that all the mobile stations (MSs) in the system can decode them. 
For this reasons, the MAP message techniques yields the large signaling overhead when data for many users are 
multiplexed in a Frame. When we accommodate a large amount of low-data-rate and voice over internet protocol in the 
system, this problem becomes obvious. Therefore, performance of MAP message shrinks to up to 44%. Therefore, it is 
crucial to reduce the signaling overhead to increase system performance [3]. 
 

 
Figure.4 The FMIPv6-based cross-layer WiMAX handover procedure 

 
 
d) Persistent allocation scheme: This PA scheme is particularly designed for periodical packet arrival traffic and 
mainly focused on VoIP traffic. In this scheme, the resource is not allocated to every frame (unlike MAP 
message).instead of that, this scheme persistently allocates resource for a VoIP user over multiple Frames. In other 
words, the allocation information is signaled to the user when the user is initially allocated and need not be repeated in 
subsequent frames. As a result, signaling overhead is reduced and makes more resources available in the frame. In 
addition, the PA scheme yields a large capacity gain compared to conventional dynamic scheduling (DS) scheme [3]. 
Drawback: The practical implementation of PA scheme is the major problem. When the inter arrival time is not 
periodic, the PA scheme does not work according to its original purpose. Second, the PA scheme is hard to adapt to the 
dynamically varying channel states, because it allocates the same modulation coding scheme (MCS) for a long period. 
To avoid this problem, the PA scheme has to use frequent reallocation, or use the robust MCS level to meet any 
channel state. At the results, this also increases overhead. In PA scheme, it is still difficult to solve the network delay 
jitter issue, which occurs in the practical system, in spite of the basic assumption of “periodic inter arrival time [3].” 
 
e. Access service network: Access service network has been developed for Mobile WiMAX is based on network-based 
hand-over management technique. Generally network-based hand –over was developed by IETF to solve many of 
problems of Host-based hand-over management technique like mobile IP. Network-based hand-over is completely has 
been different from host-based technique. Access service network has their own hand-over protocol and network 
mobility version. It provides radio resource management, network discovery and authentication services. ASN-based 
network mobility has many base station (BS) and ASN-gateways, home agent and mobile station. Each Mobile station 
is associated with ASN-gateways which are acted as a foreign agent for that Mobile station to inform Care of address to 
home agent. ASN-based network mobility performs hand-over procedure without changing the home agent where the 
target base station may belong to the same network or not. Two different types of ASN based hand-over are presented. 
They are intra-ASN hand over and inter-ASN hand-over. Intra-ASN hand over is also known as R6 hand-over. R6 is the 
wired interface between Base stations to ASN-gateways. R3 is the wired interface between ASN to core network. The 
combination of R6 and R3 wired interface provides the transfer of packets between home agents to mobile station. Inter 
ASN hand-over is also called as R4 hand over. In this type, the mobile station moves between different networks. R4 is 
also the wired interface between different ASN-networks. 
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